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Foreword

This report presents and introduces 12 star races that are currently actively participating in Earth affairs through the sending of representatives into human incarnation. These races have made a commitment to be of service on Earth and to change the DNA of humankind on Earth by injecting star characteristics into the collective human field through the sending of souls from their races into human incarnation. Their extraterrestrial DNA introduces new gifts into humanity that assist in elevating the conscious of the human race as a whole.

This report speaks of the characteristics of each of the 12 races, viz.

1. Who they are as higher-dimensional beings/energies
2. The features of their home-worlds where relevant
3. Their primary functions on Earth (as incarnated souls)
4. Characteristics of people with soul origins from each of the 12 races.

As you read through this report, see if you can spot which one of these 12 star races you are from!

Enjoy – and know that you may always ask to connect directly with each of these 12 star races to receive further information about them and their advice as to your own origins (i.e. whether you are one of them, or not ). They are very present at this time to assist kin who are in incarnation on Earth to sort through information about different star beings and reconnect back with their star lineages. If you are one of them, they will confirm it the moment you get connected with them.

Please turn the page for the first star race!
1. The Tywayelians

Heart-full, warm, welcoming of people, good at receiving people into their energetic spaces. Home and hearth. Give people space.

The Tywayelians are an extremely warm-hearted race that welcome beings into their home and hearth. Originating from a planet 12,000 billion light years from Earth, they have been incarnating on Earth since the last 100 years to assist Earth with her ascension.

On Earth, the Tywayelians are people who are the anchors of their communities, opening their homes and houses to all around them. They are the neighbours whose doors are always open for you to drop by for a chat and a cup of tea, the people whose homes are the grand central stations for community gatherings and special festivals or events. They thrive in having people come into their energetic and physical spaces. When you enter into the home/space of a Tywayelian, you automatically feel that you are at home. You can take off your shoes, be at ease, say what you want to say, be fully yourself, and REST from the cares of the world. The Tywayelians are extremely good at giving people space to rest, breathe, and unwind.

The blessing of the Tywayelian is precisely that – the offering of space for other people to UNWIND. In a world where many people are wound up, stressed up, and feel squeezed economically or socially, the Tywayelians offer you the opportunity to decompress when you are in their proximity. They possess the power to heal and help you shed off the energies of stress, confusion, anxiety, and anything that is distracting for your listening to your inner self. They perform massive service in this manner that is unique to them as they hold space for very large numbers of people in their proximity. If you have a Tywayelian friend or neighbor, this person would have performed this service for you – whether or not you are conscious of it and whether or not they themselves are aware of it. They are truly excellent space-holders for people who are in need of some form of respite in their lives.
Tywayelians also love food and eating. They are voracious eaters who enjoy a delicious hearty meal. You will spot them by their love for Sunday roasts – which they gladly share with friends, family and (sometimes) neighbours, and by their love for cooking meals for their community.

Tywayelians are awesome people that do a lot for others and whom people just naturally love hanging around. They are generally respected and well-regarded by their communities.
2. The Asoraerians

Prophets and proclaimers of change. Galvanizers of communities for change. Kick people out of limited perspectives into bigger truths. Quick to see what’s not working and to press for something to be done about it.

The Asoraerians are a race of proclaimers and prophets – they are quick to see what is not working about the current situation and quick to speak very loudly about the need for things to change in order to become better. In their communities, Asoraerians stand out for being the ones who stand up and tell others that things need to change, and how to change. They can get specific with their change proposals, often being very prescient as to how things will turn out if change is not made. Being good at this, they can therefore be very good at mobilizing entire communities of people to want change and be supportive of change. They get people moving.

An Asoraerian can be a very loud-mouthed person that yells at others to wake up their idea and see the disaster for which they are headed if a change is not made in their lives. The Asoraerian can manifest as the grumpy old man in your neighbourhood who is sharp yet wise and insightful about what is going on in your life and tells you what you need to do – whether or not you have asked to hear it. As the mother with the shrill voice who clearly knows what’s up with you, what you’re hiding, what you’re scared of, and nags at you to get with it and get going. As the sharp teacher in school who seems to see through you and tells you in a strict voice that you need to do better, or face consequences that you don’t want later on in life.
Asoraerians have low tolerance for stupidity and will call it out quickly when they see it. Despite this, Asoraerians have kind hearts and their sharp interventions in situations are motivated by a genuinely heart-felt desire to see people, communities and societies move forward. They are here on Earth to be of service in this manner.

And many of them, despite knowing the risk that they will be unpopular with people, choose to continue being the critic that no one else likes, the person who throws cold water at ungrounded pipe dreams, the misunderstood person whom everyone else sometimes ignores in their desire to avoid the hassle of self-reflection and change which may bring up uncomfortable questions about the way that things are currently going. They have chosen to be the difficult people who ask difficult questions even though they know this could make them social pariahs in the eyes of everyone else.

Asoraerians simply want the best for everyone and their way of contributing is by pointing out what isn’t working in order to motivate and give energy for change. Their love for humanity is deep enough that they willingly take up roles that they know could be socially unpopular in order that they can introduce new ideas and frequency codes into the human energy field – ideas and codes that will gestate and spread further as conditions ripen for them later in the future. Their reward is the knowing that they have successfully done this for humanity – regardless of whether or not there is widespread acceptance of their ideas within their lifetimes.
3. The Naiesobhvians

Engineers who know how to shift grids around the Earth’s surface to make new physical infrastructure and landscapes. Make humanity’s dreams for new ways of living manifest into concrete living-scapes on the Earth’s surface.

The Naiesobhvians are a race of gifted engineers and constructioneers who come from a planet with three moons. Due to the unique combination of gravitational forces exerted by the close proximity of these three moons to the planet, the Naiesobhvians have developed expertise and gifts in harnessing gravitational forces to reshape the surface landscape of their planet – which they have re-sculpted, erected terraformed structures upon, and tunneled beneath.

On Earth, Naiesobhvians are the master engineers, landscapers and architects who are re-sculpting the Earth’s surface, recreating and upgrading our physical infrastructure to support human life and flourishing. They are the ones who translate people’s desires for new and refreshed ways of living into new homes and community spaces that align with a higher human consciousness. They help make people’s dreams for an elevated standard of living manifest into the physical infrastructure on the Earth plane.

Naiesobhvians are extremely detail-oriented and will habitually get clear on the details of anything they are working on constructing. They will ask you, ‘What is it that you want?’ And they will drill you down on all of the details precisely – even on all those details that you didn’t even realize were things that mattered. And they will then proceed to draw up and give to you exactly what you wanted, often surprising you with the level of precision and fidelity to detail that is delivered.
A Naiesobhvian could also be a friend in your life who challenges you to get super-detailed clear about what exactly you want. If you are being vague or ambiguous, they will point it out and spend energy drilling you down until you realize what it is really that you do want. With a Naiesobhvian, there is no room for lack of clarity, and one of their gifts is to make sure that you are 100% clear on what it is that you want so that there is no doubt left in you when you embark on your effort to obtain it.

In short, Naiesobhvia ns are here to drill things down (literally and metaphorically) and construct the physical infrastructure that enables new ways of living on Earth that are sourced from an increasingly elevated consciousness amongst humanity.
4. The Aesophasians

Tend to the emotional needs of others. Good listening ear, the person who gives you that warm hug and embrace when you need it. Bring energies of compassion to get situations un-stuck.

The Aesophasians come from a star system that is 200,000 billion light years away from Earth. The fire element is strongly present in their star system and they are as a result masters of using the fire element to transmute and transform matter and energy into different energetic forms.

On Earth, Aesophasians bring their knowledge and expert skill with the fire element to help people transmute blockages in the heart chakra that are in the way of greater self-love and self-compassion. They are the ones who, with their fiery loving gaze, make people realize how poorly they've been treating themselves and where they haven't been loving themselves enough. Sometimes, a single word or single comment from an Aesophanian is sufficient to trigger profound reflection in people on where they have given up hope on themselves, where they are angry and disappointed at themselves, where they are flogging themselves internally. An Aesophasian brings the energy of fire to transmute away all the places where you are holding negativity at yourself.

Aesophasians can come across as fiery people who will tell you exactly where you are being less than fair to yourself and who will urge you to start treating yourself appropriately. They can sometimes be pointed in their desire to ‘set things right’ in the way that you are treating You. Because deep down at the heart of it, an Aesophasian wants you to love You, and they want this to happen quickly.
Aesophasians also tend to be sensitive to the emotions and emotional needs of others. They are constantly on the lookout for what you need right now that will make you feel better about You, and they will provide it to you instantaneously – whether it’s a listening ear, a handkerchief to wipe your tears, or words of intense kindness. They know instinctively what you are looking for when you come to them and they are generous with it, as it is deeply ingrained in their nature to be providers of that which serves you emotionally.

In short, Aesophasians care – deeply and profoundly. At the root of this care is the strong knowing that you are innately worthy as a person, and thus impatience when they see that you are not loving yourself as much as you are truly worth innately. They know that their task is to point out all your worth to you and they know their task is fulfilled when they see that you understand and know your worth fully.
5. The Actuarians

Set up sacred sites at key points on the Earth's surface as nodal points for star communications and reception of star energies. Are often surveyors and explorers who (consciously or unconsciously) seek out sites of energetic significance.

The Actuarians come from a star system that is highly advanced technologically. They are specialists in interstellar communications and they possess beaming devices capable of transmitting radio-wave information across vast distances of space (and sometimes time). They currently operate the galactic information system that many star races are relying on for news and updates, and for coordinated action.

The Actuarians have been working on Earth for millennia. On Earth, they are the priests, priestesses and mystics who receive information and anchor these frequencies onto the Earth grid. They are the people who set up and calibrate sacred sites as nodal points for the reception and transmission of communications across the galaxy, and to receive star frequencies into the Earth grid. Consciously or unconsciously, they are experts at attuning places on the planet's surface to become interstellar transmission points or nodes.

Actuarians continue doing this to the modern day where they are explorers, surveyors and people who discover and map terrain (especially those unknown) on the Earth's surface. They are archaeologists who go into dense forests to discover places of ancient sacred significance and reactivate or re-attune them. They often do this unconsciously as their presence alone causes the site to reactivate and recalibrate itself to start receiving the latest interstellar frequencies that are meant to work specifically with each particular site.
Actuarians explore A LOT and it is difficult to overstate how much they do this as a matter of sheer habit. They are always on the search for some new discovery, going where no one else has gone before. They wander, they venture into new places. They are always on the move into some kind of new territory. In reality, they are motivated by a strong soul urge to seek out sites of significance on the planet (the locations of which they already know on an unconscious level) and anchor star energies into these sites. And they want to do this as fast as possible for as many sites as possible in their lifetimes.
6. The Uphosians

Community organizers. Galvanize others into full-hearted community experiences – singing, playing instruments, just being together. Rallying point for people. Can be very loud and appear attention-seeking.

The Uphosians are strong community-centered beings who bring people together into common experiences. They urge people to come together and participate with one another together. Indeed, their entire lives can revolve around meshing different people together simply for the sake of creating an experience for everyone that is co-creative and enjoyable.

On their homeworld, Uphosians are highly-organized and interpersonally interconnected with one another. Civic and sociopolitical life flourishes as individuals get together for exchanges of ideas, feelings, and thoughts. Indeed, inter-connectivity is one of the defining characteristics of the Uphosian civilization as each individual on the planet can feel and sense the others (as a collective) intensely, and the experience of others in the collective therefore affects and is taken into account strongly by each individual.

Uposians are on Earth to draw people into seeing, hearing, and knowing the Oneness amongst all Beings. They know Oneness from personal experience on their homeworld, and they can therefore see where people are in mutual distrust and division and they instinctively know how to bring people together. They provide spaces where people can let go of their divisions naturally and start talking together, having fun together, and being together. They naturally open the space for experiences of oneness and togetherness to occur, and such experiences quite typically involve wine, song, dance and music as people relax and start expressing their authentic selves.
The Uphosian as a person can be loud, i.e. they speak loudly, express themselves loudly, and they are heard. They are loud because they are calling out to people to come ‘join the ship’ of fun common experiences – and on a soul level, they are trying to get as many people as possible on board to participate together. Their loudness is a rallying call for people to come together – for as many people as possible to come together – before each activity or project starts.

In short, Uphosians do great service on Earth to bring disparate individuals together – a service greatly needed at this time on the planet where people are divided and polarized and generally do not make personal effort to ‘reach across the aisle’ to connect with and better understand those appear different.
7. The Anaeriosians

Advocates for love, advocates for change from a strong inner motivation of love, advocates for change that promote greater love amongst humankind. Inject love into the collective field. Remind people of the equality of all beings on all worlds on all planets – everywhere.

The Anaeriosians are beings who emanate the energy of love in their being. They are extremely heart-full and they wear their hearts on their sleeves. They can be recognized by the way they inject love into every single thing that they speak about or do. When they say something, you can feel that it truly comes from their heart. When they act, you know that it’s coming from a place of love inside of their heart.

An Anaeriosian is likely to be a change-maker who acts because they wish to bring greater love to people, situations and things where love is lacking. They may stand up for the poor and destitute - people who are forgotten and trodden-upon by the rest of the world. They tell others that, ‘Hey, don’t forget to extend your love to these people’, where the people they are pointing out might otherwise go unnoticed and be invisible. They remind us of the places and spaces in our world to which we have not yet extended our love and they show us by their actions what it means to love those people and things that have been forgotten. They are love in action and love by example.
Anaeriosians may therefore come across as being somewhat naggy and repetitive in their reminders to others. ‘Don't forget to bring an extra sandwich for your friend who can't afford lunch!’ an Anaeriosian mother might nag at her son who is about to go off to school – and she might do this three times and continue nagging even after her son has already put the extra sandwich in his bag. Deep down, this is motivated by a deep love for and desire to spread their love to people who may otherwise feel that they are unloved and forgotten. For an Anaeriosian, can sense when someone feels unloved and they are quick to remedy this by getting into action to show and bring love to that person. In so doing, they interrupt the formation of beliefs in people of being unloved and bring massive hope and joy to those that they touch.

An Anaeriosian is capable of loving people unconditionally. It doesn't matter how you look, or what you do or have done, how you are feeling right now towards them, or what you might think of them. An Anaeriosian is capable of loving you anyway – regardless of any of that.

In summary, Anaeriosians are here on the planet to love and they do so with the fullness of their hearts. They see all beings as equally worthy of love and they will extend their love to even those that others may despise or shun. In so doing, they remind us of the innate equality of all beings as creations of the Source and of the love that Source has for each and every single thing of its creation.
8. The Porsephinians

Make quick and extensive connections amongst different parts of a system – able to see the connections amongst all things/people and can therefore help unite people into a common sense of cause and unity.

The Porsephinians are a mentally-powerful and highly-intellectual species of beings who are capable of grasping the interconnections amongst different things at super-fast speeds. Born in a water-like environment on their homeworld, they live and travel together in shoals and they are therefore highly-connected to one another telepathically. Information received by one part of the shoal is instantly transmitted and received amongst others in the shoal, and interconnections between pieces of information held by different parts of the shoal are therefore made at near instantaneous speeds.

On Earth, Porsephinians help people to join the dots together for the larger picture of what is happening on a collective scale. They help people to realize that whatever they do impacts others, and that the entire planet is highly interconnected in ways that people might otherwise not be able to see without their help. They bring awareness to people on the larger consequences of their actions and in so doing get people to really take a step back to evaluate their actions and choose differently. They bring awareness to people of some of the larger pictures that exist behind our day-to-day lives.

Porsephinians love giving speeches and lectures that explain how things work to people. They love deconstructing how something works and then piecing it back together to demonstrate how things – problems, existing issues, existing phenomenon – are created or come to be. They then propose new solutions to existing issues or problems based on their research and intricate understandings of the workings, sources of and contributors to the issue or problem.
They are thorough and methodical in their analyses, often to the point of being able to present most things as mechanical problems with mechanical solutions – precisely because they have examined the workings of these issues extremely thoroughly and in high detail.

Fundamentally, Porsephinians are here to remind us of the inter-connectivity of all beings and all things on the planet. ‘What you do affects me and what I do affects you’ is their slogan. They wake us up by helping us join the dots in our lives and across the planet to see the larger pictures of where we are headed and what is needing our attention, so that we can make appropriate choices for where to invest our time and energy to create the meaningful change that we want to see.
9. The Aescarians

Hustle people into the next stages of their path. Can appear as the teacher, coach, friend, or parent who gives you that ass-kick to move forward with your life. Also help dying people make the transition to the next stage. Get people across finish lines.

The Aescarians are cheerleaders and hustlers who urge people forward on their path, wherever they may be on their path. They can take many different forms on Earth – the teacher who always gives you that brilliant insight for the next step forward, the coach who kicks your ass to get moving when you are on the verge of quitting, the wise sage from whom you seek counsel to get clarity on the next stage of your course.

An Aescarian’s role is to get you on to the next stage from where you are at currently. They push you past finish-lines, especially if you are not wanting to move to the next stage – if you fear moving on, or taking on new responsibilities, or moving into the unknown, or stepping onto a bigger stage. They give you that friendly nudge or urge to go on ahead, helping you break through all of your fears and resistances and places where you are saying 'I can't!' They provide that push needed for you to step, fall or stumble across the line to the next stage for your life.

Aescarians also make wonderful counselors to the dying who are in fear of crossing over to the other side. They make excellent shamans for those who are on the verge of crossing over, walking with them and holding their hand for the last stage of their journey on earth and onward to a new stage of their journey when they transition out. They are excellent at helping people regard death as a new adventure to be undertaken rather than as a fearful monster in the hands of which all existence ends. They reassure the dying that all is well and thus heal fear around transitioning to the next stage of life.
In all, Aescarians are wonderful people who are here to help people move forward and do so with the best of intentions. An Aescarian in your life is a huge blessing as you can be sure that they are always there to give you that extra kick in the ass when you need it to move to where your soul needs you to be next.
10. The Casseiopeayeians

Study and record things closely. Like studying history and the past in order to know where things came from as they are in the present. Devise ways of getting to the truths of the past to find gems of wisdom and insight into the present. Tend to be assiduous and meticulous.

The Casseiopeayeians are record-keepers for the events of the galaxy. They keep copious and meticulous records to preserve knowledge and wisdoms of past galactic experiences. The records that they keep are used and accessed by many different star races.

On Earth, Casseiopeayeians are the historians, the archaeologists, the archivists – they could be in any profession or hobbies that involve investigating and delving into the truths of the past to shed light on the sources and origins of the way things are in the present. They do this with keen attention to detail, often picking up illuminating significance in minutiae that other people might ignore. They are great at picking up when an artefact or even a small detail reveals a bigger story beneath the surface that other people see. In short, they are highly-gifted excavators and revealers of truths buried through time.

Casseiopeayeians are also great story-tellers. They tell riveting stories of the past that capture people’s imaginations and magnetize people into seeking out the truths of the past for themselves – especially histories of the Earth that are different from those told by mainstream sources. On a deeper level, they are here to lead people into finding and realizing greater truth about the origins of the Earth and humankind’s history on Earth. Story-telling is their primary way of opening the door for people to seek these histories out for themselves.
A Casseiopeayeian is likely to come across as a learned, immaculate, and highly reflective or considered person. They take their time to examine things, often looking at something from multiple angles and considering multiple possibilities before coming to a finding, which they then present to the world. They *like* presenting the results of their research to others – and, they have a deep soul-drive to do so in order to share the greater truths that they have found with a wider public. Because a key part of their soul mission IS to bring out these truths to assist in ushering a global mass awakening.

In short, Casseiopeayeians are the historians of the Earth who are here to assist with humanity’s collective evolution through bringing forth the truths of the past in order that we may better understand where we come from, what has created our present circumstances, and what choices we can therefore make right now to ensure a better future.
11. The Eskcarusians

Help people see, recognize and acknowledge the validity of different ways of being and doing. Soothe and resolve conflicts by helping people understand that each individual is different and there is enough room for everyone.

Eskcarusians are experts in seeing from multiple-perspectives. They are literally able to see things from all 360 degrees, making them experts at seeing and knowing the different ways and angles at which God manifests. They see God everywhere and in everything.

On Earth, Eskcarusians are the peace-builders, spiritual teachers and mediators, occupying roles and professions that assist people in expanding their perspectives to see other angles of things. They are excellent at helping others look at things from points of view that have not previously been considered or even known. In so doing, they promote the peace (both inner and outer) that comes with being able to see the good and the reasonable in all things. Their work brings the Earth into a higher level of peace consciousness.
An Eskcarusian is a highly reflective and profound person. He or she has depths that other people sense intuitively and gravitate towards. Their depth enables them to take in and encompass a lot of the world, and to view multiple perspectives of every single issue. They are deep because they need to take in and process the many different layers of what is going on.

Eskcarusians may also be good discussers or discussion leaders who facilitate the emergence of different points of view from a group of people. When an Eskcarusian holds the space for a group discussion, people naturally start getting insights from perspectives that they have not considered before and feel motivated to share them with the rest of the group. An Eskcarusian deepens a group discussion into places that the group might not touch upon had someone else been facilitating.

In short, Eskcarusians are here to help humanity see its own depths and profundity by reflecting more deeply on things and expanding its perspectives to realize the presence of God throughout all things.
12 Star Races on Earth and their Characteristics as Incarnated Humans

12. The Utasians

Possibility-seers and imagineers who inspire people to move forward through the imagining of possibility. Raise consciousness on the Earth by accessing parallel universe information and bringing it into this universe to help people understand the effects of their choices.

Utasians are masters of possibility and experts at working with parallel universes. Due to their facility with accessing parallel universes, they are uniquely gifted at doing future projections and calculating probabilities – a gift that they bring to help people understand the potential consequences and future possibilities of actions and choices taken at the present time.
Ustasians love doing possibilities-projections and calculations. They are futurists who look at possible futures and the relative likelihoods of each given different sets of present assumptions. With their projections, they are able to provide advice to present-time decision-makers on where best to invest time, energy and resources – and to distribute them – to increase the chances of manifesting good outcomes in the future. On a deeper level, their role and purpose is to help bring parallel universe information into this universe to raise human consciousness of the different potential paths that lie ahead. In so doing, they drive home into our awareness the potential consequences of each action and enable us to make better decisions in NOW time.

Ustasians are extremely good at finding a way forward for people who are disagreeing. In a situation where people on two seemingly opposing sides that have locked horns, a Ustasian is typically the person who sees new (not common) ground that both sides can step forward into from their existing intractable positions. They get people to step forward into new possibilities that they did not think of before, thereby resolving conflict. They are possibility-promoters and imagineers who get people un-stuck by moving them forward where they were previously clashing sideways.

At their core, an Ustasian is all about possibility. ‘What possibility can you see, and what are you going to do to make that happen?’ they might ask. ‘This will very likely happen if you do Y,’ they might predict. They bring the consciousness of what could happen from parallel universes into this universe in the present time and in so doing raise your consciousness around your choices and actions, which IS your consciousness overall.
End Note

There are many races in the galaxy and these 12 races represent a sampling of the entire diversity of life that is present. These 12 races have committed to be of service to the evolution of humanity and they are currently very present on Earth through incarnation into human form. They are no-nonsense, boots-on-the-ground determined, grounded, and highly practical in their missions.

The 12 races send great blessings to all of humanity on Earth and invite you to connect with them if you wish to find out more about their origins and their missions on Earth.

Ciao for now!

Gil Sim
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